A Natural Way of Living for Everyone

How does Wealdcross deliver
for the environment?

Making
History

Nature Bridge

The £5 million investment in the wildlife-specific
green bridge will be the biggest single biodiversity
project in the county’s history.
The bridge is designed to span four lanes of the
A24 at Buck Barn in Sussex. This cost will be met by
Thakeham and the project will be gifted as part of
plans for the new community at Wealdcross, Buck
Barn.
The bridge joins land that has been isolated by the
A24 and provides a safe route for wildlife in Buck
Barn and surrounding areas to connect. When built,
the strategic vision to create a connected biodiversity
corridor from Climping in the South to St Leonard’s in
the North will be one step closer to reality.

A Bridge for
Wildlife

The green bridge follows an iconic hourglass, or
parabolic, shape to create a natural funnel for wildlife.
The bridge is inspired by the A21 Scotney Bridge in
Kent and draws on design and landscaping insights of
ecoducts in the Netherlands.
The northern boundary of Wealdcross has been
designed to act as an ecological buffer, screening the
wildlife corridors from any disturbances, including
separation from pedestrians, cats, and dogs. This
continuous green infrastructure also shelters the
wildlife corridors from light, noise, and air pollution, as
well as containing native species that are beneficial to
pollinators. This ensures that the A24 green bridge will
be exclusively used by wildlife.

Where Animals
Freely Roam

The wider landscape around the bridge will be
planted with native trees, shrubs and grasses. We
will use woody debris and rock piles to create
microhabitats, as well as a pond for wetland species.
The bridge will be landscaped with a mosaic of
shrubs, heath, grassland, tree stumps and layered
with soil from the surrounding area. The bridge is
bordered with a continuous thicket (green verge) to
reduce disturbance from light and noise emitted from
passing traffic.
Thakeham will work with local ecologists to
survey each of the many species that will use the
bridge, from smaller creatures such as insects and
amphibians to larger animals that freely roam the
Sussex countryside such as deer.

20% Biodiversity
Net Gain

Zero Carbon
Placemaking

Thakeham are committed to delivering 20%
biodiversity net gain on-site at Wealdcross. We will
achieve this through planting 4.2km of new
hedgerows, connecting wildlife corridors across
the site, together with a broad range of habitats.

Making nature accessible is vital for our health and
wellbeing. Creating the homes required across
Horsham District needs to be delivered in
partnership with nature to ensure a genuinely
sustainable community.

Thakeham have significant experience of working
in partnership with nature. At our scheme ‘The
Martingales’ in Bookham, Surrey, the Surrey
Wildlife Trust conducted an independent
assessment which confirmed that Thakeham
delivered a 41.38% biodiversity net gain,
showcasing our commitment to nature
recovery.

Wealdcross not only delivers infrastructure for
people, but also for local wildlife by providing a
biodiversity net gain of at least 20%, planting trees
and 4.2km of new hedgerows.
Community facilities will be within walking and
cycling distances, and sustainable methods of
travel together with public transport will be
prioritised over the private car, helping to reduce
air pollution.

Restoring Nature
Connections

Working for
Wildlife

Our landscape design protects and enhances all
existing wildlife corridors. We are committed to
delivering at least 20% biodiversity net gain on
the site, which means the habitats Wealdcross
creates will be a home to more animals and flora
and fauna compared to the current land, much of
which is intensively farmed.

Wealdcross includes hedgehog highways
through gardens and hedgehog hotels across
the development. We also include nesting bricks,
bramble towers and bird and bat boxes to ensure
we are not just providing new homes for
Horsham residents, but habitats for the natural
world too.

Wealdcross will create vital wildlife corridors,
including 4.2km of new hedgerows through the
site and onto St Leonards Forest and Ashdown
Forest in perpetuity.

Our new homeowners receive Planting for
Wildlife guidance and native wildflower seed
balls ensuring people understand and respect
our natural environment. Thakeham look forward
to working more closely with the Sussex Wildlife
Trust, particularly on the Wilder Horsham District
Project.

Ecological links to the Knepp Estate are currently
blocked by the A24, however we are looking at
ways we can create new connections for wildlife
and work collaboratively to deliver on the
aspirations of the Knepp Estate.

Eddie and Ellie
and Our Future

Educating future generations on the importance
of wildlife and biodiversity is vital and Thakeham
are committed to playing our part in halting the
trend of children becoming dissociated from
their natural environment.
Thakeham run a cross-curriculum package for
lower Key Stage 2 pupils called ‘Eddie and Ellie’s
Wild Adventures’ built around a children’s book.
This is a fully funded programme that Thakeham
have created with education experts and will
deliver in the schools at Wealdcross.

Zero Carbon
Homes

Every home Thakeham delivers from 2025 will be
carbon zero in lifetime use, and carbon neutral in
production too.
This is an industry leading commitment and
respects Horsham District Council’s ambitions to
work towards a net zero future. We want to
create a zero-carbon community, where people
live and work locally, together with playing sports
locally and using local facilities.
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1.	Our Thakeham zero carbon home already
exceeds Passivhaus Standard’s space heating
demand and all Thakeham homes from 2025 will
additionally be carbon neutral in production.
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2. 	Green space and outdoor facilities, perfect for the
delivery of our Eddie & Ellie ecology programme.
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3. 	Two new Primary Schools and a Secondary
School.
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4. Protection of all ancient woodland.
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5. 	Biodiversity improvement of at least 20%, working
in partnership with the Wildlife Trusts and linking
to the Wilder Horsham project.

6. 	Habitat creation extended to swift and bat boxes
built into new homes, and hedgehog highways
through all fence boundaries. Our hedgehog
homes around the development are made locally
out of recycled wood used during construction.

10. 	Acres of new country park to connect people with
nature.

7. 	Sustainable drainage systems that connect
to the wider water management to increase
opportunities for wildlife and create new wetland
habitats.

12. 	Sustainable transport links to encourage greater
use of public transport.

8. 	Connecting biodiversity corridors and enhancing
the quality of existing corridors.
9. 	Enhancing the river with new habitats and routes
for active travel with walking and cycling.

11. L
 inks to the South Downs Way, promoting
sustainable travel and access to nature.

13. 	Thakeham’s zero carbon placemaking principles
are designed to promote emission-free travel
through active management and first mile
solutions. Where longer car journeys are needed,
all homes will have electric car charging points
to support the shift to electric vehicles, while
reducing impacts on air quality.
14. New commercial space creating local jobs.

Invested in
Our Future

Thakeham are a local business, based in
Horsham District, employing local people. We
want to be part of our district’s future.
We are proud to work with local schools through
our Cornerstone Employer status, helping young
people make better career choices.
We also run apprenticeships from construction,
to accounts and everything in-between. We are
also Armed Forces Champions and Bronze
signatories to the Armed Forces Covenant.

Quality Without
Compromise

We deliver high-quality places as a NHBC 5*
housebuilder.
Thakeham not only promote the land, but we
would build the new communities too, standing
by our commitments to the Horsham District
Council, and local residents

Infrastructure-led
Development

Investing in
Education

Community Sports
Facilities

We are infrastructure-led, ensuring that key
infrastructure such as roads, schools and
community facilities are delivered early on in the
development process.

At Wealdcross we are proposing two new
Primary Schools, and a Secondary School to
ensure young people have access to quality
education facilities.

At Wealdcross, we propose a new indoor sports
hall and mixed use 3G/4G pitches for schools
and the local community, together with a new
country park and village green.

Our nearby site ‘Woodgate’ at Pease Pottage
includes 619 new homes, a new £4m Primary
School, community shop, cafe, village green,
parks and a pavilion together with a new home for
St Catherine’s Hospice.

Thakeham are currently delivering the £4 million
Woodgate Primary School for West Sussex
County Council, and this will be open in time for
the 2021 school year, having been built in less
than 15 months.

We are proud to invest in sport locally and are
the main sponsors of Horsham Rugby Club,
Billingshurst Cricket Club, and a range of sports
teams across Sussex.

At Woodgate, we delivered £7 million of off-site
highway improvements before we sold a single
house, and the new £4 million Woodgate Primary
School will be open in time for the September 2021
school year.

Community
Owned Assets

Through our partnership with the Plunkett
Foundation, a charity of over 100 years, we will
build and gift to the local community trust,
community shops and a café, community
allotments, and a we work facility, enabling these
core community assets to be owned and run by
and for the local community with no debt
attached.

Transport
Improvements

We are proposing a range of off-site highway
improvements, up and down the A24. This
includes a new northern access junction from the
A24, serving as the main access to the site,
together with a new southern access junction at
Buck Barn as a secondary access, improving
traffic flow on the A24.
We are also looking at junction improvements
from Washington, right up to Great Daux
roundabout on the A24, and all the junctions in
between. As part of encouraging a sustainable
future, all homes will have fast-car charging
points and we will provide a £3,000 incentive
towards an electric car on house purchase, and
further incentives for e-bikes too.

Business Incentives
and More Jobs

Our ongoing masterplanning work means that
our proposals include a significant amount of
commercial space at Wealdcross, helping create
jobs for the local economy.
We are also looking at incentives for businesses
moving to Wealdcross, including their
employees receiving a discount on homes at
Wealdcross, helping create a truly sustainable
community where people live and work locally.

Diverse
Communities

Thakeham take pride in creating mixed
communities, including homes for first time
buyers, and bungalows for those looking to
downsize. Our 2-bedroom starter homes are
incredibly popular with buyers under 30.
As a business, around 7% of our delivery is
bungalows, helping us create a place where all
can find a new home.

40% Affordable
Housing

We are 100% committed to delivering 40% policy
compliant affordable housing in line with
Horsham District Council’s ambitions.
For Thakeham, delivering affordable housing in
line with council policy is key to creating
sustainable and mixed communities.
In our history, Thakeham has never shirked its
responsibility to provide policy compliant
affordable homes, and we never will. Our
affordable product is also delivered to exactly
the same quality, external specification and finish
as the private homes, to ensure we create a truly
balanced community.

Transforming
Lives

Thakeham control the whole site at Wealdcross.
We have submitted redacted copies of all option
agreements to show the extent of our land control,
and giving HDC the confidence we can deliver.
At our nearby site in Pease Pottage, we are
delivering 208 new homes this year, assisting Mid
Sussex District Council in their five-year supply
position, reducing our overall build timeline by one
year and showing that we are committed to
delivery.

Committed to
Delivery

We believe there is excitement in not just delivering
homes but also affecting people’s lives in a positive way.

“Our Thakeham home has transformed our lives.
Every day I look at our home. We’ve been here for
a year, but It still makes my daughter and I feel
amazing when we see the quality.
“Everything is perfect. My daughter loves looking
out of the balcony. And I love to see her happy.
We’re both really thankful.”
Lee Roberts
Resident in Thakeham Development
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